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Editorial

The Essence of the Strike
The essence of the national student strike
against American foreign policy last night
emerged from a haze of violence, demands,
and calls for occupation of campus
buildings .. The rage felt yesterday at the
University over the unceasing invasions of
Cambodia and the four senseless murders at
Kent State University culminated during the
daylight hours, and ended in the knifings of
three students, and two hit and run
accidents.
But last night, along both sides of Central,
· UNM students, high school students, and
some Albuquerque townspeople once again
caught the real reason we are on strike. They
once again remembered that we are
protesting war. The people along Central
stood flashing peace symbols, and shouting
"Stop the war" to passersby. They knew
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DON BURGE
Managing Editor

SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

only one reason for being along th~ street:
to show people that they believe this insane,
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
incomprehensible war must end.
The people in the streets were united.
,Editorial Phone (505) 277.4102, 277-4202
There were athletes, Greeks, townspeople,
Thursday, May 7, 1970'
strikers, and non-strikers shouting the same VC?I73, No. 134
slogans, and using the same signal of moral
belief. Their actions brought back smiles to
faces which had grown tired and drawn
through anguish at the senseless violence at
the University. The people had some action,
a nonviolent action, which could best
express their feelings on an issue which has
torn this country apart.
The feeling generated last night must not
again be lost. The feeling of unity which
brought about the massive demonstration of
Now that I am officially "off the Lobo staff," I had
anti-war sentiments must not again be lost in
violence.
Sarah Laidlaw planned to make an announcement that from now on the
writing would naturally be of lesser calibre than previously
when I was being paid as managing editor. A quick review of
some recent columns ruled this out as it would be hard to get
much worse.
At any rate, there are still a few letters coming in bitching
about some of the businesses and landlords in the area, so
there is still some material to bat around in space kindly
donated by the editor.
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To The Editor:
Prone to Violence
To the Editor:
Mr. Helbing suggests that we
read the graffiti on restroom wal.ls
in order to obtain our vicarious.
sexual thrills. I would like to
suggest that an even better place
for this (and the entertainment is
live) is the La Fonda bar in Santa
Fe while it is being patronized by
New Mexico lawmakers. Only be
careful; they're prone tO'Iyard
violence.
Jack F. Cully, Jr.
(Editor's note: The following is
directed toward Robert Ancell,
who recently wrote a letter to the
editor.)

"Cover" Attitude
To the Editor:
I n r e s pons e lo the
"book-by-its·cover" attitude of
Robert Ancell (re: letter of
Tuesday, May 5) I would like to
say just this-I went to see Miss
Kandel; Ancell did not.
I will explain. I went to the
reading partially to join in a
confrontation. For this I
apologize to Miss Kandel. Luckily
she realized this in many of the
attendants,. and merely hoped to
change their attitudes. She
certainly changed mine.
Miss Kandel has-many different
styles and s!lnsitive poems of all
diversity. She has a wonderfully
warm attitude and her
performance was excellent. My
"mentality" is not at stake here as
Ancell seems to think. How can
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

he judge himself and Miss Kandel
without adequate basis is beyond
my comprehension-and I'm sure
it is also beyond those of Ancell's
27 years who have benefitted
from their experience of
years-which I am sure Ancell has
not.
Pat Spiers

Dear Mr. Ancell •.•
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Ancell,
I have just finished reading
your letter to the editor in the
May 5 Lobo. I do not want to
debate with you over moot point
of whether or not "Love Lust
Poem" is pornographic. But, you
did indicate that you could not
understand the enthusiasm which
the poem's reading incited. This
·letter is in hopes of enlightening
you.
In the spring of last year
considerable attention was
brought upon the University when
our "enlightened" state legislature
sought the dismissal of a teacher
for using the poem as an example
in his English class. Their main
objection was that freshmen (or
18 year olds) in college do not
have maturity to decide for
themselves (as you and. I do-who
are juniors and seniors) whether
or not the poem is obscene. This
dear sir, is an attempt to impose
on a segment of society (soon to
receive the vote) a view or a
judgment that is entirely
arbitrary.

Letters arc welcome and should be
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone
and address must be Included. The
name of the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

I have never taken it upon myself to chastise or call down
some business for deceptive practices unless they were
documented somehow. This usually included a complaint to
the Better Business Bureau, a legal complaint, or an incident
that had happened to me. In fact most of the crap in this
column was written as the result of some personal experience
that I knew could be recorded without libeling anyone. The
Lobo would be operating in secrecy out of the basement of
the closed Country Barn premises if we had printed some of
the complaints I received in the past months.
One undocumented gripe alleged a bundle of brussel
sprouts purchased at an area vegetable market were full of
worms and the store retused at first to refund money to the
irate customer. The complaint charged a refund was
eventually doled out while the sprouts were put back on the
shelf to be sold again. Sounds like a real ball of laughs but
using the vendor's name would have landed The Lobo in
court in about 48 seconds.

***

Schick blades have also been charged with
Thus, the enthusiastic response
given the poem's reading last misrepresentation in performance statements made about the
Friday by the poet was first, a new Krona Chrome blades. Television commercials showing
rebuttle to the state legislature, in enlarged photographs the edges of two blades used five
and second, a tribute to the fine
authoress. Thirdly, it may have times suggests that the stainless steel blade is much inferior to
been (depending on the view of the Krona Chrome blade placed next to it. The FTC contends
each listener) a rejoicing to the neither blade is materially superior to the other.
sheer forceful "pornographic"
intent of the poem. It could have
***
been an endorsement of an act
which, when done in the privacy
If the weather ever gets enchanted around here, some of us
of one's own home, with no guilt, will get a chance to get some sun on our collective
is immediately seen as an act of
love and nothing else, least of all conspicuous bodies. That usually means a bum, at least for
pornography. I fully realize that the first few exposures, and that usually means a couple of
this fact may be overlooked by stinging nights. Mythical treatments for sunburn range from
those who hear nothing but the soaking the entire body in methyl hydrate to rubbing a
four letter words and are appalled
while they continue to use the vegetable grater over the exposed surfaces while a friend
same words in other situations pours hot Dr. Pepper on the tender skin. (Dick Clark's been
and other aspects of their "moral" doing it for years.) Others have tried "Un-Burn," a sunburn
lives.
treatment preparation manufactured and sold by Chas. Pfizer
I suggest that in the future you & Co., Inc. The product is supposed to, among other things,
use your camera for love (and I
don't rule out pornography). This " ... actually anesthetize nerves . . . stop sunburn pain in
would be less harmful than using (pause) less time than it takes 'to slip out of my bikini. That's
it to prey on the misfortunes of awfully nice to know when you're the sensitive type.'"
mankind~ for sesationalism and
It seems the Federal Trade Commission didn't go for this
"news" value as the Albuquerque line as they have challenged advertising by the Pfizer
TV news programs can be most
company because adequate and well-controlled scientific
noted for.
Raymond M. Rura studies or tests prior to advertising were not done. So don't
Bouncing Ball
WOKING, England (UPI)-As a
jo~e,. former bank manager
Ronald Webb deposited a check in
his bank made out on a golf ball
given to him by colleagues and
customers on his retirement.
The bank took it seriously and
it bounct:Jd,

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, tric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Sob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony Louder. bough
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·race to get the bikini off because it will still be hurting when
you get done.

Editor:
Not So Gentle
To the Editor:
. I feel a desire to say somt:Jthing
about this latest unrest on
campus, In order to say why in a
few short words is to explain that
I 1 with a fellow student-Aaron
Eichwald, removed a strike sign
from the southend of the
education complex this morning.
Do you know what I found
out? I found these people who are
gentle by nature and gentle by
preference are not so gentle. In
fact, I thought, after a guy and gal
crashed into our classroom, that I
would become entangled in
anything but a peaceful
settlement over the sign dispute.
Perhaps it was fortunate for the

Letters arc weleomc and should be
no longer than 250 wordo typewritten, double spncecl. Name, telephone

and nddress must be included. The
name of the author o£ the letter will
not be withheld.

professor to be in the room at the
time or I may have had to explain
to my wife that I was black and
blue from a class discussion rather
than from a barroom brawl,
I think the vandalism and sign
paintings on the buildings Is
sickening. I also am 11shamed, at
times, to admit that I it'm a college
student because so many people
identify me as one of these
radicals who go around causing
troublt:J, destroying property, and
living in rags and filth with hair
dow11 to my knees.
In closing, I am proud of my
country, I am proud to be an
American, I am responsible, and I
pay my own way through
school-do you?
Jimmie D. Bizzol

And Now a Really Free University
NEW
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Open Meetings Today

An open all-student rally, to gauge student
opinion about the strike and actions for this
week, will be held today at 1 p.m. in the
intramural fields between Johnson Gym and the
dorms.
At the same time, the faculty wUI meet to
decide what options will be given to students in
attending classes until the end of the semester.

No. 135

UNM to Re-Open Today
-But With New Set-Up

A proposal allowing optional attendance
fields, and the faculty members to attend
of class through the end of the semester was
the faculty meeting.
negotiated yesterday by ·a joint faculty,
Morning classes through .i2: 30 will be
student, administrative ad hoc committee
held, ana classes after 6:30,p.m. will meet,
meeting yesterday afternoon in the Union
Travelstead said.
Ballroom.
The ad hoc group of over 200 people, and
I
The ad hoc committee, composed of
some 50 observers admitted to the meeting
members of the major faculty standing
after debate on the question of their
Both the University Regents and President Ferrel Heady committees, and students appointed by
admittance, also accepted President Ferrel
Saturday called for UNM to resume ."normal operations" ASUNM and GSA officers, proposed three
Heady's recommendation for management
"student options," voluntary attendance of
of the Union jointly by the Faculty Policy
today.
Committee and the Union Board.
The Regents, 111eeting in an emergency session with Gov. .regular classes, withdrawal from classes on
Heady also announced the Uniotl
David F. Cargo before over 100 angry students and terms agreeable to the individual professor,
townspeople, approved a recommendation by Heady that . a,nd the establishment of "free· university"
Ballroom wo¢d be· open on "a 24-hour
"beginning on Monday we restore normalcy in the sense classes.
basis" f9~ interested persons seeking to
that we restore normal" classwork.
..,
The proposals will be submitted to the
continue' organizational plans and
faculty in a special session this afternoon at
discussions.
During dfscusswn of control of the Union,
Heady added that neither he nor any other 1 p.m. and if accepted would go into eff!;!ct
administrator had "any intentions to enforce" strict Tuesday.
John Perd~ch, vice president for finance,
attendance. "In addition, it seems to me that it is possible
The proposal was endorsed by 56
explaine~' the contractual arrangement of
simultaneously for us to proceed with a normal" and an members of the faculty and administration
b ond s h td..· .on the' Union that prevent the
altered program of classes and teach-ins.
· including the deans of the colleges of Fine
Regen t(,s / front officially relinquishing
Regents President Arturo Ortega agreed with Heady but~ Arts, Arts and Sciences, and Business
comple controX of the building to students.
. Stud~nt Representation
also made it clear the Regents expected any alterations .to - Administration, and the heads of the Law
be "supplemental" and that they J.lOt take~ the place .of and Medical Schools.
Th ,· resolWfion, setting up the ad hoc
regular classwork.
.{
·•
Vi<,:e Presiql:mt for Academic Affairs
co PJ:n.ti~tee:1 introduced by Harold
"The concern that the Regentiave is a concern for the . Chester Tra\Telstead said the proposal
Dr~o.n4:;.~·pecified that all members of
approximately 15,700 students
· this University who " would. tlot 1..i,;~ a committment until the
nliD.b
t d'mg c~~m1'ttees
.r..L'!<·_ o·"~ ':·'th.·. f acuItY san
,
,''llll}?quiil number of studen~s meet to
have come to this University for -~ucation, and unless general.faculty makes a decision."
this University continues Monday we would be very~
'
·
4<"'r:lf~
'J ways
r e-op enD?-g c1asses
0f
Heady. · · saidt1 Saturday, in response to a
...on..l';..i~
"·" . ,' , and
e'
neglectful of their rights," Ortega told Heady.
.
mak
r
proposal . that;· the University open Monday
·. ~~
e ecommend at Ions t o t"'~
.'!.'='
Passage of Heady's recommendation came immediately. under fthe . terms agreed to, "I am not ~ett~t?J.."'and Heady.
on the heels of the passage of a resolution in the faculty . L. preparea ~ to . give the faculty complete .. . ~Sa.ti¢'d~y the faculty. also , ,adopted a
control ... 1 think professors are under n . .1 r~&>i!o.
· utio,,n expressmg
stron.gest
meeting being he~d at the same time whic~ called for the
establishment of a student-faculty committee to discuss
1~ di"'n' roval of the use of the National
~_.,.
obligation to teach" their regular courses. !:.. : Gufed
re-opening UNM. (See related story this page.. ) . ·
on campus and commended the
The proposal reads that those who WI,·sn ~ 1 •. .
.
'
"
•
.
The meeting was adjourned a4llost immediately after . may continue to attend "those· classes tliey I$t~, ents . wh~ reacted to .e~~ess!~e force
the passage of the recommendatibn because a number of
si~ed u.P for in February.,
IF,.\:·
~ . .. I th. moderati~m and respons1bili~Y.
students ·refused to sit down. and st6p shouting questions
-f •
~
_ JThe resolution termed the NatiOnal Guard
at the Regents, Heady, and C~o. The entire group,
.
·
Alternatives
; · . ·action "at best irresponsible and at worst
~avelstead said that "upon . agre~:n~ '' · ~eliberate provocation" and condemned
however, remained for another ·30 minutes to answer
questions. '
i
with the individual professor" a stude , ~ ay ; :. it;hose who "made the decision to use force
Cargo~ told the group he did 'riot know who was elect. to take the 12 weeks grade, · ·. e a • · , and violence in light of events" on other
responsible" for the bayonetting mci,dents Friday l:lecause
credit-no cre_?it gr~de, take an ~co }~~e.-ln: .·J campuses.
.
"I wasn't out there.'' He added,.howevet, ifiafl'the1whole ,:lihe course,. or withdraw entrrely ,, tllout:.;.,. The fac~lty defeated an amendment to
thing is under review ... (and that) J ilim~' anyone ~ho is penalty, ~
•
. ;· . . · :'the resolution that would have "equally
guilty of criminal activity should be prosecuted."
". The ."fr.ee univ.er.si·ty·:: provis~.<¥,1. . · ~ fa.~t.·.·f deplored" th~ illegal activity of a minority of
Heady said neither he nor any- otlier~·meniber of the~
supJ?l;mentary classes for d~~$1on · o . students whtch made the "presence of th~
administration was ·going to make an attempt to identify·· . "additional, relevant problems."( ~
' . · : Guard necessary.''
and discipline studetlts involved in last week's. incidents. · Afternoon .classes. have been ~<lelled. to 1
The group also passed a resolution
Although he did not state it outright he alsq implied that permit students to attend a generaJ,. student
opposing intimidation of Physical Plant
the University would not take any action against those
body meeting cltlled by ASUNM President
workers in efforts taken in support of
arrested ~ the Union Friday night.
Er~c Nels~_!l for 1 p.m~ 011 the ~outh. at_N~~:i,~;
"recen~ activities on campus."

Regen t S, HeaclYA Sk
'Norm a J 0 pera t1•0 n

·r.·1

m ..

1

ScBttefed .Violenc.e ~ ~rupt$. During Strike
131 Protesters. Arrested; 10Ba~etl£y Guard

The deployment of~ the after the 131 wer; removed from, fo~~:~d . ca~~ilatl~n~·.of .. the: I by~ j~ffit order of Heady and
National Guard o~ campus to <?Ust the Union.
.
.
Republican G«;>Vernors Conference ·; CiiilJO) The Regents, in seeking
students occupymg the Umon,
The use of the Guard prompted scheduled m Santa Fe On • thl! court order, charged they
joint fac)ulty student .a graduate students' call for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. were seeking to prevent
The conference cancellation : ~·irreparable damage" to the
recommendatio11S of a "free. o us tin g Ferre 1 Heady,
u?-iversity," and scatter~d acts.of condemnation of the Guard's use at~~ left the striker's•. w~o 'Union....
.
.
v1olence followed m .qUick by t~e faculty,. and strong press origll'lally called the ·. stnke. m ; S t r 1 k e me e t1n gs and
suc~essi.on this weekend while the reaction.
. .. . •
• .
honor of the fou~ stu_dents kil~ed , org~nizational caucuses by .all
Umvers1ty was
~erso:ns who remamed .m the '!lt Kent State Umvere1ty, and t~e . , fa~t!ous of the ~tudents workmg
A 150man
·theNatlonal Urt1on 1fi dE!fian<.tll of the co:urt .mvolve~ent .of. U.S. troops Ut !W1th the str1ke were held
G~ard
on campus ordllr, students an~ stildel.}t strike Ca~bodm Without a target for ; ~1roughout the weekend, but
Friday
NeW Mexico supporters, subnllttlld .to arrest their p~otest. ,
~ ~ ..
1 htt~e concensus on what to do
Stata
Vigil_ to peac-efully •• They mcluded:
Feeh~g qUickly. narrow~d to i when school re-opened, or
help
and campus police . ASUNM Pres1dent Eric Nelson.
local Issues wtth . sentunent , attempted to re-open, was reached
oust
had occupied · Debate over the ttsll of the growing agl!lnst reS\ltl1Ption of · prior to an ad hoc student,
the
Union building'· National Gtiard embroiled Cargo ''business all Ul1Ual1' Monday. ·
·· faculty, administration meeting
since
afternoon.
in 'tlettinls of authorization of the . Heady . '"and the Reg~nt.i'
Vigil
executing a coltrt Guards use; and ··denials. by . Saturday had called for tlie ·
The Physical Plant employees
order
by the UNM Regents ·Regent's President Arturo Ortega, ~~reopening of, the University under .. are scheduled to go out on strike
to
bulldhtg cleiu:ed, 131 and Heady of prior knowledge 1>f ~''normal ~e~abing ocnditi0t:f$.f,J , : thi~~. morning in support of
uet·so 111pw-t~l:earrested ·
.. and the guard deployme~;~.t. 'Monday.
.•
·
c<:mtmued student efforts to keep
rr:leased
Gubernatorial . candidates called
the University shut down or
a special sesskm t'lf the
~change its structure.
.
court
and
The broadest representation of
campus opinion of the strike came
yesterday afternoon when over

r. · . .

.

.

200 persons discussed control of
the Un!on, the terms ?f ~he
re-openmg of the University
Monday, and the Physical Plant
worker's strike.
,
Yesterday an ad hoc facult
committee, students an~
administrators and student..,
government representatives
recommended voluntary
attendance of classes, methods of
non-penalized withdrawal from
classes and "free university"
classes'
·.
Durmg . a march Friday
afternoon to .Robinson Park and
b~ck, . a group of Albuquerque
High School students rushed the
~00 marchers, pelting them with
rocks.
City police and student parade
marshals broke up the high school·
belligerents and the march
proceeded. Two students were
injured.

'
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·Strikers March to f:.~'d;ral Building,
Marchers Wind 8 Abreast Through Downtown Albuquerque

Rally

QUALIFIED TUTORS TO HELP STUDENTS
HAVING PROBLEMS IN:
CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, GRMAN, FRENCH, SPANSH,
PHYSICS, PSYCHOLOGY, AND ENGLISH.
AT LA POSADA DINING HALL
TIMES:
MONDAY:

Use of Guardsmen Deplored
Lobo

by Bruce Krause

Approximately 300 protesters, carrying peace symbob .and signs
printed with anti·war slogans, marched downtown Friday to
dramatize their opposition to American troops sent to Cambodia. The
peacefulness of the protest march was marred when rocks were
thrown at the group by Albuquerque High School students.

and threw rocks over the bridge' escorted them all along the route
railing.
.
kept AHS belligerents away fro~
h
h
On!! one marcher retaliated by ~ e mru:c , and sealed off all
throwmg one rock back at the mtersections from the west end of
attacking students.
the railroad bridge to Fifth Street.
Most harassment from high They also cheered Nina Santiago,
school students stopped when parent of an AHS student, who
polic~ equipped with tear gas ~p~logized for t?e rock-throwing
stationed themselves at mctdents and fights on Central
intersections.
Ave.
·
On the way back to UNM the
From, ~he start, the st~ike march moved almost at do'uble
~ars~a:sTJOb was nerve-wrackmg. time, as the police escort had
1 ars a
o~y Se~more, freshman dwindled to only three or four
from DetrOJt, Mich., . told The men, and everyone was in a hurry
Lobo they were keeepmg a close to reach the comparative safety of
watch on one marcher known to the campus.
be armed.
Several very angry-looking
Before the encounter with the young men passed by in a
AHS students, apples were lobbed modified car, but the marchers
into the crowd for some marchers were not harassed. Their problems
the AH_ S mob from reaching the who had not eaten.
had come down to sore feet and
t
parched throats.
As they passed the Presbyterian
A girl poured water into her
re reatmg marchers. Their only
weapons were their bodi'es, wht'ch Hospital zone marchers stopped
•
hand and gave a drink to
they used as shields against the their loud chants of "give a someone's pet chihuahua.
damn" and "peace now" and
rampaging high schoolers.
began
singing "All we are
As they turned up University
Throughout the incident, the saying softly
is
give
peace
a
chance."
Blvd.,
the leading marchers again
marchers, though frightened ·
the
main
slogan
of
started
singing, Those trailing
This
became
remained calm, kept their rank~
the
march
from
that
point
to
the
behind
were
too breathless from
close, and protected stragglers.
Federal Building and Robinson
the uphill walk from 8th Street to
When the rocks came in, they Park . It was even sung on the join in.
defended one another by blocking Lead Ave. Bridge.
Members of Alpha Kappa
the rocks with placards and
Alpha fraternity gave a "thumbs
All along the route, a Lobo down" to the marchers and
pushing people out of the line of
fire. One marcher broke his hand reporter asked bystanders their brought out an American flag
which, much to their confusion
when he tried to catch a rock opinions of the march. The straw
no doubt, was cheered.
'
thrown at a girl's "ttead. He was poll of some 44 people revealed
later carried out of Robinson Park an exact 50·50 division of
Many demonstrators shook
in shock.
opinion. Six bystanders said they
hands with members of the police
had no opinion at all, and two escort as they left them at Ash
Police cars cdsscrossed the refused to answer the question.
Street.
grounds under the Lead Ave.
At Robinson Park, across the
They then marched on to the
bridge at the Santa Fe railroad street from the Shriners' temple
Union, where they were soon to
tracks and chased away AHS the tired marchers gave a standing be confronted with the National
students who followed the march ovation to the police who had
Guard.
.
.

Faculty and Students!

CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
GERMAN

Support an
Experienced
Prog.ressive
Friend of the
University.

FROM 7 to 10 P.M.
TUESDAY:

FRENCH
SPANISH
'MATH

•

for
Governor

· WEDNESDAY: PSYCHOLOGY
.
"
PHYSICS
ENGLISH
~

BRUCE KING

FROM 7 to 10 P.M.

OR CALL 277-5578

For information, call .?.77-4609

Marchers gathered at Robinson Park for a rally after passing the
Federal Building on a march downtown Friday. At the park, the
marchers gave policeman an ovation for their protection of marchers
{1om rock-throwing Albuquerque High School students along the
route, and listened to various speakers at the park.

Lihn, Pickens Issue Statement

Confrontation Delays March

FREE TUTORING

Asked for Guard

"

AHS Students Block Marchers

OFFERS

Cargo Says Vigil
Governor David Cargo said Saturday h e t h o ugh t
problems on campus "should be dealt with by the campus
police," but said he put the National Guard on stand-by
alert Friday morning at the request of State Police Chief
Martin Vigil.
He said Vigil asked for supplemental forces Friday
morning in case of "extreme danger or resistance."
"I told him (Vigil) not to use them unless he absolutely
needed them for the safety of people on campus.
"I think my feeling
and still is wherever you have a
problem on campus it should be dealt with by the campus
police. But the thing I asked was that campus and othe:t ·
police be used' first, that (Jnly if be felt it absolutely
necessary that he call in the National Guard. I don't really
think they are equipped to handle riots. I don't think it is
in the best interest of the campus to have the National
Guard there," Cargo said at the UNM Regents meeting
Saturday.
Thursday morning Cargo told a group of UNM students
that during Wednesday's student strike the guard had been
"placed in the (National Guard) armory and told to remain
there unless there was damage to property or extreme
danger to life."
He also said the basic security function on campus
should be handled by campus police.
Vigil said Saturday he accepts full responsibility for tl e
call-up of the National Guard Friday because Cargo's
agreement to place the troops on stand-by alert
"automatically leaves the decision to use them or not to.
use them or how to use them entirely up to me."
Vigil also said he did not personally contact UNM
President Ferrel Heady about the plan to use the guard,
but that his information led him to believe Heady and the
UNM Board of Regents knew guardsmen would be used
Friday.
"Whether Heady wanted the National Guard or didn't
want the National Guard didn't make one damn bit of
difference. It was all up to me," Vigil said.
Cargo confirmed that the University Regents and Heady
did not request the National Guard troops.

was

AHS Students
When hundreds of youths at Albuquerque High School
~AH_S) appeared at Central and Edith University marchers
rrorucally anticipated their joining the march.
_B_ut it quic!dy became evident that the high schoolers,
ongmally stationed along sidewalks immediately in front
of the marci:ers, were not in a peaceful mood. The
marchers contmued but the young AHS students mostly
~Spanish-American, raced down Central and massed'in front
of the marchers a block and a half away in an attempt to.
halt the advance.
Marchers
At this point Lobo reporters left the ranks of the
marchers to question the angry high schoolers.
Spontaneously the students erupted, rushing the
marchers who had been seated in the street awaiting orders
fro';ll their own student marshals and the Albuquerque
police.
Althou~~ several . marchers were injured slightly only
one was IDJured senously. Lobo staffer Chuck Andrews
was s~ck with a rock, ·"thr.own fro~ far back in the
crowd,
according to Andrews' account. Andrews
Wh t By B<?~ HLADY
~redited student medics with minimizing his injUries.
a ever Wl be said about the
peace march downtown on
Someone had me before I hit the ground " he said from a
Friday, it is certain that disaster
bed in Presbyterian Hospital. "I was in' the emergency
was averted only b
th
room less·than five minutes after I was hit."·
cooperation of the march! the
The contingent was crossing the Lead Ave. bridge when
leadership of the marshal~s, and·
the performance of' th
"scores of AHS youngsters showered the marchers with a
Albuquerque
Police.
e
barrage of rocks and bottles. The marchers covered their .
·
heads and_pulled their ranks together as best they could.
When Albuquerque High
School (AHS) students charged
Arms linked;' the marshals formed a protective shield
the rear of the march at Central
around the protestors. City police jumped from the bridge
and Edith, police waded into the
and pursued the rock throwing high schoolers.
angry mob and rescued the
outnumbered marchers. In the
~n~xpectedly the marchers did not stop at the Federal
midst
of fighting and rock
Buildmg but proceeded quietly to Robinson Park where
throwing, they did not use theit
Democratic candidate for the U.S. senate, Richard
nightsticks, but pushed rioters
Edwards, addressed the group. "I support your endeavors
aside with their hands.
for non-violence and peace," Edwards said. "I had to join
Meanwhile, the marshals
you." Edwards then recited a short prayer for peace.
formed a line to keep the bulk of

RESIDENCE HALLS COUNCIL
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"P:,;'k"
·

By SUSAN STERN and MICHAEL BLAKE
On Friday at 11 a.ni., after a plea by UNM President
Ferrel Heady for "an immediate clearing of the Union "
300 of the three-day occupants poured onto StanfordAv~.
a?d wo~nd their way, eight abreast, down Central. Seven
~Ity pol~c~, apparently acting on the basis of a parade
permit, JOmed the group, redirecting traffic and clearing
the streets toward the Federal Building.
From the inception of the UNM strike it was clear that a
protest march of some sort was to take place. As early as
.T~ur~.day, A~U:t:IM Presiden~ Eric _Nelson prop~s~d tpat
~andia Corporation, which he termed a "major link in the\
•nation's defense research," be the center ofsome sort of
anti-war march. Others, at a 2 p.m. informational rally on
T~ursday, proposed similar plans of mass protest against
Kirt!an? An;,Fc:>rce Base and the Federal Building.
Smgmg Give peace a chance~' and beckoning all
observers to "Join us," the marchers had settled on the
Federal Building as the point of protest. Their walk was, as
one spokesman said, "the pace of a Sunday stroll."

'"'.
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ASUNM Vice President Frank
Lihn and Graduate Student
Association (GSA) President Bill
Pickens i!;sued a statement
deploring the use· of National
Guard troops on the UNM campus
Friday.
The joint statement said the
administration of UNM had not
requested the use of the Guard
and was "informed of this
decision only minutes before the
Guard came to the campus."
Lihn and Pickens continued,
"It is essential to emphasize that
UNM is not Columbia, Berkeley,

or San Francisco State where
student violence sometimes
necessitates National Guard
action. The presence of the Guard
here only increases the chance of
our University becoming like
these schools, especially in the
wake of the Kent State deaths."
The statement said State Police
could have "more than
adequately" taken care of the
situation. "We regret the fact that
persons were injured due to hasty
actions in calling the National
Guard onto campus. Such events
only serve to delay the time when

a relatively normal schedule might
again return to UNM," said
Pickens and Lihn.
At a press conference at the
Aquinas Newman Center Friday
morning Pickens said Governor
Cargo had assured a student
delegation Thursday that the
Guard would not be called into
action at UNM unless "a serious
threat existed to lives or property
and only after consultation with
the administration."

The statement said the above
provisions "were not met before
he (Cargo) called the National
Guard. The area of the Student
Union had been cleared quite
calmly and peacefully. The
presence of the National Guard
served only to increase the danger
of violent student action. It was
primarily due to the crowd
meeting) 11uggest a different set control of student marshals that
of topics relating to recent serious confrontation was
avoided."
events be discussed.

200 U Grad Students

Ask Heady's Ouster
A group of nearly 200 graduate
students Saturday called for the
immediate removal of UNM
President Ferrel Heady and his
replacement, on a temporary
basis, with Chester Travelstead,
vice president for academic
affairs.
The group, meeting in the Law
School, also adopted a position
paper condemning the use of
National Guard troops on campus
Friday night.
The position paper reads:
"The war in Southeast Asia and
the deaths at Kent State
University have caused significant
turmoil at UNM. The disruptions
have caused us to state the
following as our position:
"We as graduate students:
"1. Condemn the use of the
National Guard at UNM. The use
of the guard was unnecessary and
reprehensible and must not be
repeated.
,
"2. Demand that .. , Heady be
removed and . . • Travelstead ...
be named as acting president; and,
further, that students and faculty
take a primary role in selecting a
new president.
"3. That the campus be
reopened under the following
conditions:
-That no sanctions be
imposed for non-attendance in
classes and that no University
sanctions be imposed against
the students who were arrested
in the Union,
-That grades be turned in
and degrees granted in-as-much
as the faculty grants degrees
and administers grades.
-That regular classes be held
where professors and students
are so willing, although we
(those graduates at the

JOHN;S DEEP ROCK
501 Yale SE

Why go to self service?
Check our low prices . . •
2¢ Discount per gallon
ALL APPROVED
CREDIT CARDS AccEPTED

"4. And, lastly we support the
student strike."
Heady's only immediate
comment on the graduates' call
for his firing was that "it sounds
rather much like Sen, (George)
Koran."
Koran is a conservative state
senator from Albuquerque, who,
as a member of the Legislative
Universities Study Committee, has
repeatedly called for Heady's
ouster.

I Wish You Love
with a diamond solitaire from Zales,

-

Pickens continued that the
"attitude of the students was such
that the Guard would not be
necessary."
Lihn said they were "trying as
hard as possible to get the
University operating again on a
relatively normal basis." He
continued that the majority of
students want to go back to
classes, "but they are in deep
sympathy with what has gone

•

... -

·"

•

on."

Do You Want Peace in, Indochina
or Anarchy at UNM

'

If you care to dissipate your energies seeking
anarchy and revolution read no further.
If you want to work effectively for peace,
support the re-election of SENATOR JOSEPH
MONTOYA.
Montoya has condemned Nixon's Cambodian adventure on the Senate floor. Of the
whole Vietnam fiasco, Montoya earlier said, "It
is now clear to me that the Vietnam war has
been one of the worst blunders in America's
foreign policy •.• If's a dirty war and we must
get out...

Convenient Terms Available

ZALES®
..WILIRS

Senator Montoya's worthy Republi~an op·
ponents both support President Nixon. Need
more be said?
If you care to work for Senator Montoya,
contact Hal Rhodes, 277-2716 or 898-2090.

Wi/re nothing without your love.
7684

lliuWOtions Enlorgtnl

Student Accounts Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Winrock Center
Five Points Shopping Center
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City, State Police
Clear Union Friday

•

One hundred thirty-one arrests were made Friday as
City and State police carried out a temporary restraining
order requested by the UNM Board of Regents to clear the
Union of student occupants.
At 6 p.m., City and State police arrived on campus.
They blocked off the Union, read the temporary
restraining order to persons holding the building, and
began removing those who had refused to leave, two· at a
time.
Shortly after the police arrived, the National Guard
moved in and ringed the Union with a line of fixed
bayonets. Several injuries resulted when the Guardsmen
rushed across the Mall with their unsheathed bayonets
belly high.
According to the order, the police .were brought in to
clear the Union because there was "immediate threat and
danger of irreparable injury, loss or damage to the plaintiff
(Regents)."
The order was filed Friday, the third day of occupation
of the Union by protesters.
Strikers in the Union knew about the order·at 8:45a.m.
Friday when William Orzen announced the Regents were
trying to file it with District Court Judge Paul Larrazolo.
At 10 a.m., UNM President Ferrel T. Heady arrived at
the Union with Vice President for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender and Academic Vice President Chester Travelstead
and asked the strikers to comply with the order. He added
that he could not rescind the order once it was filed.
The students then attempted to ask Heady questions
concerning the stand of the University in regard to the
Cambodian situation.
Heady replied he refused to answer "any questions not
related to what I have just outlined." The students booed
him as he left.
After Heady left the Union, debate among strikers over
whether they would defy or obey the order began. Some
said they would not obey the order, no matter what the
others decided. Debate stopped at 11 a.m. when protesters
left for their march on the Federal Building.
The order read, in part, as follows: "It is ordered ... 1.
That ... all persons (except authorized staff officers of the
plaintiff) presently, or hereafter, within the New Mexico
Union . . . be and hereby are, ordered and commanded
forthwith to leave said building and not return thereto
imtil the further order of this court."
"About needing to clean up the SUB, I don't think
we're fooling anyone. That's just a euphemism; President
Heady needs to show the rest of the state that he is still in
control," said Lavender.
Lavender then arranged for four students, Bill Orzen,
Sue Carlton, Joel Burnstien, and Robert Radler, to meet
with the president at his home.
At this meeting, Heady stated that "there was no way to
negotiate until everyone is out of the Union." "The Union
Board should be running the Union, even if the students
aren't doing any damage because they (the Union Board),
are supposed to run it," he said.
After much debate Heady stated he would p:r;esent an
alternate proposal to the Board of Regents if the Union
Board accepted the same proposal beforehand.
The proposal called for the students to leave the Union
for a short period of time. During this time the Union
Board and staff would enter the building and determine if
the building was ready to re-open. The building would
then be opened again under student control. The
restraining order was to be held in abeyance until the
Regents and Union Board could reach a decision.
The Union Board met a 3 p.m. for 15 minutes to pass
the proposal, and Orzen and Burnstien took the proposal
to Heady's house, where the Regents were in session.
Defendants specifically named in the temporary
restraining order were Allen Fairfax Cooper, Manuel
Wright, Lfll.'l'Y Russell, Ellen Shoemaker, Brian Gratton,
Allen Pease, Mike Colvin, William "Sonny" Flowers, and
John Pugh. Others occupying the building were
collectively termed "John Doe."

•
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Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Police Charge

Mall Evacuation Results in Woundings

Lobo photo by Cb.. ter Painter

No Hard Feelings

Robert Rhyne, one of 131 persons arrested Friday when state
police cleared the Union, and an unidentified state policeman left
the building with their arms around each other's shoulders, proving
there were no hard feelings.

.._-'·-

Sullivan looked like he didn't at first
believe it. He made sure Flowers got up, and
then was taken to Zimmerman Library also.
Still the Guard kept advancing. They
marched to the north edge of the Union and
formed a line, blocking off the entire section
of the Mall between the Union and Mesa
Vista hall.
The crowd formed a line also, about 20
feet away, shouting and· ready to run at a
second's notice. Four injured persons were
at the Zimmerman Library first aid station,
dazed and in shock. Two others had been
stabbed in the back and the ieg, respectively.
The day had been marked by orders for
the striking students to leave the Union,
countless meetings in the ballroom, and the
decision not to leave. About 5 p.m., a
tentative compromise had been worked out
with the administration to turn the Union
over for two hours, from 5 to 7, and then it
would be returned to the students with the
provisional Union Board and administrative
control.
But the temporary restraining order was
served, at about 5:45, by Lt. Colonel Hoover
Wimberly of the State Police. At this time,
he arrived to read the order in the Ballroom,
and New Mexico and Albuquerque Police
marched onto campus at 6 p.m. and took up
positions surrounding the Union.
It had been announced though not
confirmed, that no arrests would be made
until the police talked with President Heady;
this was not the case, however.
The National Guard marched onto
campus, .lining up on Cornell.
'
. They formed into platoons and began to
move onto the mall just as most of the
students had left the Union prior to the
arrests. There were probably 500 people on
the Mall during the Guard action.

·1 ....
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By ERIC LUCAS
The National Guard "moved in,"
presumably to disperse the crowd that had
gathered outside the Union subsequent to
the reading of a court order to vacate the
building Friday afternoon.
·
In the ensuing 1;D.elee, 10 persons were
injured by Guard bayonets.
Two of these incidents were witnessed by
this reporter.
Bill Norlander, a cameraman for KOB-TV,
had been backing up in front of the Guard
on the west side of the Union, filming them,
when one of them reached out and stabbed
or tried to stab him. Still filming, Norlander
jumped up on the steps to the porch outside
the cafeteria, in an attempt to escape the
attack. Three guardsmen followed, almost
jumping on him. They closed in, stabbing
him with the bayonets and shoving him
back. Eventually he had to turn and run,
leaving a trail of blood that shows he jumped
off the porch about 40 feet further on,
landing in a rosebush; from there he was
taken to the first aid center in Zimmerman
Library.
Th~ Guard kept advancing, forming a line
and waving their bayonets in front of them.
Students were running hysterically ahead of
them; marshals tried to keep order and calm.
Sonny Flowers had been standing
opposite the west entrance to the Union. His
leg is broken and in a cast; standing on one
crutch and using the other for defense, he
tried to move away from the Guard.
He was knocked down. Steve Sullivan, ,
who was ·standing near, saw him trying to
hold off the Guard with his crutches and
went to help. Bending over Flowers, Sullivan
reached out an arm to help him up.
As he was doing so, one of the guardsmen
stabbed him in the arm, at the elbow.

1
'

Guard Advahces

Albuque~;que Police charge across Zimmerman Field on the way to
surrounding the Union. Police barricaded the doors prior to arresting
131 persons for civil contempt of court.

National Guard lniures I 0

.·.f""

Journal reporter John Ira Petty was caught in the advance of
National Guard troops Friday as they rushed across the Mall on the
east side of the Union shortly after removing their gas masks.
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Steve Sullivan

Lobo photo by Bruce Krause
Steve Su11ivan is carried off to the First Aid Center in Zimmerman
Library after being wounded while trying to aid Sonny Flowers.
Flowers, who wears a cast, was trying to get out of the way of·the
National Guard.

Lobo l>hoto by Lin Morgan

Bayonet Victim

KOB newsman Bill Norlander
was given first aid . Friday after
being bayoneted by National
Guard troops at UNM.
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Strike Effects(441 Universities

Title !-(opes Dim as

Sfudenfs Unife Againsf Kenf Slayings, Indochina War
Compiled by College Press Service
WASHINGTON- The nation's
largest student strike effected 441
colleges and universities in its first
week, and shut down'almost 250
of them, including the entire
college and university system in
California.
More than one million students,
,faculty members, and
administrative staff members
struck the week of May 4 after
the U.S. invasion of Cambodia
and the continuing war against the
people of Southeast Asia, the
killing of four students at Kent
State University in Ohio. Monday
by the National Guard, and, on
many campuses, governmental
repression directed at political
dissidents and the Black Panther
Party.
Guard Everywhere
There. was violence, and
paranoia from coast to coast
which brought guardsmen to
dozens of campuses and caused
worried Republican governors to
cancel their national conference in
Santa Fe.
Government response to the
strike included National
,Guardsmep on many campuses,
with guardsmen shooting to death

four students, and wounding nine
others at Kent State, and
bayonetting seven students and
four newsmen at UNM.
Polce used birdsho.t to break up
rallies at State University of New
York-Buffalo, and police .and
guardsmen' carrying loaded
weapons controlled other
campuses ·in Illinois, Kentucky,
and Maryland, In New York, the
faculty of the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice voted to shut
that school down in concert with
the strike. John Jay is a police
academy.
Yale Meeting
102 students yesterday were
arrested in Illinois, in the first
move to arrest demonstrators
before any action had taken place,
.The demonstrators were circled,
then arrested before a planned
rally in Champaign-Urbana.
The . national Strike Steering
Committee will meet May 13-15
at Yale to coordinate efforts to
build the strike. Every campus on
strike has been asked to send two
delegates to Yale, where the first
strike began three weeks ago.
At Princeton, where the strike
has been 100 percent effective, a
national anti-draft conference has

been called for May 18·21. The
meeting is open to the public, and
is sponsored by the Union for
National Draft Opposition
(UNDO). In the past week, more
than 6000 draft cards have been
turned in to the union, with a
pledge for more than 1500 to
come. Several draft cards also
were turned in, and at least six
burned at the Washhigton
mobilization, May 9,
Dozens of schools on strike
have been shut down for the rest
of the academic term, although
students are demanding that the
campuses remain open for student
teach-ins, and as centers for
community organizing and other
strike-spreading work.
ROTC Voted Out
Around the nation, a sample of
strike effects shows:
ROTC buildings destroyed by
fire at the University of
Kentucky, Kent State,
Washington University in St.
Louis (where students two
months earlier had burned
another ROTC building), and at
Case Western Reserve in
Cleveland; ROTC buildings were
firebombed causing major damage
at Ohio State, and Ohio,

Nixon Defends War Policies
President Says Goal Same as Protesters
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon said Friday night
that his decision to send T:T.S.
troops into Cambodia will achieve
the same goal of peace in Vietnam
that ·thousands of protesting
students outside the White House
are demanding.
He said that the demonstrators
wou:ld not affect his policies in
Indochina.
In conciliatory remarks aimed
at the demonstrators who
thronged into Washington for a
mass antiwar rally Saturday,
Nixon offered to meet with
representatives of the crowd
during the day.
He defended nonviolent dissent
and expressed hope that students
would try to understand their
concern.

Demonstrators-most of them and apprehensive capital.
"It is not easy," Nixon said, to
young-stood outside in the dark
communicate
with orotesters.
listening to his words on transistor
:Sut
in
answer
to a question, he
radios to the flickering light of
said
he
did
not
think
the nation
peace candles they had stuck on
was headed either for revolution
spikes of the White House fence.
In only his second news or an "era of repression."
"The country is not headed for
conference of the year, Nixon said
revolution,"
Nixon said. He 'Said
the Cambodian operation of
the
right
to
dissent
within earshot
clearing out Communist border
sanctuaries ft such a success that of the White House was the kind
the first Americans could be of "safety vaive" that would
withdrawn by the middle of next assure against a revolution.
As for government repression,
week.
he
said, "that is nonense in my
"All Americans, of all kinds,
including advisors, will be out by opinion." He said he did not think
the end of June," the President that his policies were repressive
and noted that disagreement with
said.
"I know that what I have done his administration had continued .
will accomplish the goals that to be very strong and in some
cases personal but he did not
they want."
object
to others expressing their
The use of U.S. troops in
views.
Cambodia will shorten the war,
He promised "a report to the
reduce casualties, and allow him
American
people" on the
to withdraw the 150,000 troops
from Vietnam that he has Cambodian action when it is
promised to in the next year, finished-"toward the latter part
,,
·
Nixon told reporters in a tense of June."

Leaders Supporf Nixon's Policies

YAF Condemns Strike

___
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HOUSTON (UPI)-Leaders of any Houston area college
the. conservative Young Americans president who decides to close his
for Freedom (YAF) stated their sclwol because of reaction from
support Friday of President the recent Kent State University
Nixon's Indochina policy and confrontation in wltich four
called the action of leftwing students were killed, Ulmer
student radicals ''disruptive and promised.
The court action would mean a
against the law."
"Politics of confrontation, restraining order filed against the
conceived and directed by a small university president who would
cadre of hard core revolutionaries have to come to court and show
is not a spectator sport," said cause £or closing the school,
Robert Ulmer, YAF regional Ulmer said.
He said a majority of students
director for 14 states, who spoke
at a news conference on the eye want to finish the term without
of a peace march on Washington. coming out against President
"It is inevitable that someone Nixon.
"We call upon all Americans
will be injured as this political
lifestyle becomes more common," who want peace in Southeast Asia
Ulmer said. War protesters do not , to support our President in his
represent a majority of college efforts to remove the Communist
sanctuaries and destroy their
students, he said,
supplies
in · order to see the
YAf:ry will take action against
conflict in Southeast Asia resolved
and American . troops brought
home," Ulmer said.
YAF is a conservative group o£
about 800, mostly students, in the
Houston area, artd claims 51,000
Tilt: 1-J./JrNe,f ~No' members
nationally.
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University; ROTC buildings were
attacked or occupied at the
Universities of Nebraska, Virginia,
Western Illinois, and Central
Michigan, The faculty at St. Louis
University and Rutgers this week
voted ROTC off campus,
At least nine buildings have
been firebombed at the University
of Wisconsin, and the
administration building burned at
Colorado State and State
University of New York-Albany,
At New York University 2000
students held for a ransom of
$100,000 an Atomic Energy
Commission computer. They
inflicted $50,000 damage when
the ransom was not paid.
The faculty at Boulder, Colo.
yesterday voted 1037-34 in favor
of the student strike. They will
continue to hold classes and
seminars concerning U.S. foreign
policy and complicity through
war research.
Aimed at Military
At the University of Iowa,
students burned a classroom
building, and several fires were set
at East Carolina UniversitY.. in
Greenville, N.C. Student
protesters also set fires at the
University of Michigan, University
of- Minnesota-Duluth, Valpariso
University in Indiana, State
University of New York-Newpolz,
Marquette University, and·
Concordia Teachers College in
Illinois.
Most of the fires were aimed at
the military or with university
complicity with the government
and the military. Strike leaders on
most campuses have asked that
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the strike not be aimed at the
campuses per se, but against the
government oppressors.
Mammoth demonstr.a tions
against the war, and in support of
the national strike were held in
San Diego, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, New Uork City, and
Washington, D.C., where almost
100,000 rallied Saturday. Over
4000 demonstrated in Atlanta,
Ga., and colleges in South
Carolina experienced their first
campus violence during a
strike-support rally at the end of
last week. The national strike
communications center at
Brandeis has set up a ham radic>
network, which sent strike
information to 20 campuses.
Another strike network fed news
of the spreading strike to campus
FM radio stations with help from
the Playboy Foundation.
The strike has been endorsed
by the student National
Education Association, and the
student teacher and teaching
assistants division of the National
Education Association, The
government policies also were
blasted this week by such varied
groups as the United Auto
Workers, the student International
Affairs Committee, and
Association of Students In
International Policy.

By PAUL FLECK
. ''
The Lobos came close to
getting back in the WAC race this
we~kend with two wins against
Ar1zona, but the one loss in the
three game set has all but
eliminated them.
The Wolfpack won the first two

games of the series against the
Wildcats, 12-6 and 8-6,- but
allowed the sweep to slip from
their grasp when the Wildcats put
three runs together in the last
inning Saturday night to win one,
6-3.
Now Arizona State is in the

Lobo Goof
UNM graduate student Josh
Sager called fm· student strikers to
march on Kirtland Thursday, but
he did not call for them to take
over the base, as erroneously
reported in Thursday's Lobo.

White House Rally
Ends With Violence
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Thousands of America's young
carried the dissent over President Nixon's war policies
from the college campuses to the fringes of the White
House ground Saturday at a three·hour rally staged in
sweltering heat.
Afterward they surged ru:ound barricades sulTounding
the White House shouting "peace now!" But police
restraint and the pleas of the P,emonstrators' own marshals
for order averted a violent confrontation and most
protesters drifted away.
At nightfall, however, relatively small groups of
demonstrators began breaking windows at
locations in
the downtown area and police moved in to make arrests.
One group of 400 demonstrators marched on Du.'Pont
Circle, near the South Vietnamese embassy, and then
moved northwest hurling rocks, bottles, cinder blocks and
sticks. More than a dozen late plate glass windows of shops
and banks were smashed.
Police arrested a number of demonstrators there and
about 100 per~ons at another rock-throwing,
window-smashing outburst several blocks directly north of
the White House. They fired several cannisters of tear gas
at the latter group, which had staged a sit-down in the
street before turning to violence.
The early afternoon rally in a park just south of the
White House drew a generally festive crowd of 60,000
persons, by U.S. Park Police estimate. District of Columbia
police first estimated 1001000, then revised it to 60,000
also.
The protesters alternatively lolled in the grass and
cheered demands for a general 'national strike to "cripple
the war machine" and hasten the end of U.S. involvement
in Southeast Asia.
The rally was hastily organized after President Nixon's
decision to commit U.S. troops to Cambodia and the
subsequent slaying f four Kent State University· students
that led to a nationwide shutdown of college campuses.
Besides a rash of heat exhaustion complaints-it got up
to 90-there were no known incidents at the park known
as the Ellipse and on the Washington Monument grounds
behind it.
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Arizona Netters

Defeat Wolfpack
The UNJ.\.1 tennis team dropped
a pair of matches to a powerful
Arizona team on the Lobo courts
this weekend, losing Friday, 6-3,
and Saturday, 5-4.
Number one singles standout
Van Hill dropped a split set
decision to Bud Guion Friday,
6·8, 6·4, 7·5, while two Lobo
freshmen, Tim Russell and Jim
Mitchell, took the only victories
of the afternoon.
Russell and Mitchell both took
charge of their singles matches,
with Mitchell working in the
number four singles position and
Russell in. the number six slot.
The two teamed to beat the
Wildcat combination of John
Penero and George Mehl, 6·4, 6·3.
Both Mitchell and Russell split
sets with the two in their
individual singles matches, with
Russell taking a . 3-6, 6·4, 6·3
match from Mehl and Mitchell
winning his match over Penero,
6-4, 6-8, 9-.7.
Saturday was somewhat of a
diffetent story. Hill bounced back
from his upset loss to beat Butch
Palmer in a split set match, 3-6,
7-5, 6-2, Palmer exchanged places
with Guien, who beat number two
singles Dwight Howard, 6·3, 6·4.
But it took the Wildcats all
their strength to go down to the
third set of the final doubles
match before the victory was
taken,
In the number three position,
Bruce Hutcheson lost to Penero in

split sets, while Mitchell in the
fourth slot and Russell in the fifth
both beat their singles
competitors, Craig Hardy and
Mehl, respectively, in two sets
each. Robb Jones had to dplit sets
before finally taking a victory
over Eric Evett, 9·7, 4-6, 6-4.
With four singles matches won,
the Lobos had to win but one
doubles match to secure a victorY,
but a taut Arizona team effort
made the biggest difference. Hill
and Hutcheson lost in two sets to
Guion and Penero, 6-4, 7-5, while
it took Evett and Hardy two to
beat the Lobo team of Jones and
Howard, 8-6, 6-2.
But once again, Mitchell and
Russell came through almost
outlasting the tired team of
Palmer and Mehl, before finally
dropping the decision in the 56th
game. The match, which was
played in over SO-degree weather,
finally went the right way for
Palmer and Mehl, 115 Russell's last
service was broken following a
double fault just preceding the
match point. The final score was
11·9, 8·10, 10·8. It was their only
loss of the series. The Lobos stand
Utah tomorrow for the tuneup as
they prepare for next weekend's
WAC championships in Salt Lake
City.

W L PCT. GB
Arizona State
9 6 .600 Arizona
8 7 .533 1
New Mexico
7 8 .467 2
Texas-EI Paso
6 9 .400 3
Series this weekend (three games):
Texas·El Paso at New Mexico
Arizona State at Arizona

Sports
Calendar
Tuesday, May 12
BASEBALL-Lobos vs. New
Mexico Highlands Sports
Stadium, 7:30 p.m.
TENNIS-Lobos vs. Utah, Salt
Lake City
Friday, May 15
BASEBALL-Lobos vs. UTEP,
Sports Stadium, 7:30p.m.
Friday and Saturday,
May 15 and 16
TENNIS-WAC Championships,
Salt Lake City, Utah
GOLF-WAC Championships, Salt
Lake City, Utah
TRACK-WAC Championships,
Salt Lake City, utah
Saturday, May 16
~
BASEBALL--Lobos vs. UTEP
(doubleheader), Lobo field, 1
p.m.

AU Wins
Ketcherside was tagged with the
loss as faulty fielding by the
Lobos defense re~ulted in poor
support. He l!\sted until the ninth
inning when an error started
things off for ·the winning
three-run rally.
Right fielder Bob Fafor'd Jet a

Lobo head basketball coach
Bob King ,can sit back and take a
breather this week after signing
two junior college standouts to
the national letter of intent last
Friday and Saturday,
King announced Friday that
Harv Catchings, of Jackson, Miss.
will play at UNM next season, and
Saturday announced that
Catchings was joined by Lamar
Junior College standout Mike
Faulkner of Chicago.
Catchings, a 6-9 inside
performer, will be coming to the
Lobo camp from Weatherford·
Junior College in Texas. There he
averaged 21 points per game and

1)

PERSONALS

LOOKING for unfurnished house or large
apartment to rent or suble""e bct:lnnlng
June 28? Write Dr. David Larson 1219
East 53rd Street, Chicago, lllinois 60615.
6/15
ANYONE LIKE a tape of Beatie songs as
yet not on the market? Even when
they do come out, they may be different
versions. Unique collector's Item I Call
213-0619. 5/13
Student doing paper on homosexuality.
Any versous having information please
call 256-0688 nfter 8 p.m. Completely
confidential. 5/12
TAKE UP payments on beautiful console
plano. Write: Credit Manager, AstinW.,ight Pianos, 120 West 3300 South,
Salt Ln_ke City, Utah 84115. 5/11
WANT TO RENT: Airman-husband, student-wife want to rent apartment during
summer v::u~nHon Period only. Cl'tiR Box
2598, Kirtland AFB. 5/7
NOW RECEIVING AP.-'-P-'-L-IC_A_T_IO_N_S_!o-r
fn}J and summ<!r SC3sions-St. Mark's
K1ndergarten and Nursery. One block
ea<Jt of univeroity. Call 2G6-733G. 6/15

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: one gold three looped catting. Reward. Call evenmgs, Linda, 247-8578
G/11
'
LOST: Student ID No. 219-G4-7818 on
campus Sunday, 277-29GG. 6/7

3)

SERVICES

TYPING dono on mM elc<:tric elll:bt
yenrs experience. 298·3804. 6/13 '
EXPERT TYPING on electric; reiL'!onable
rates. 3418 Eastern SE., apt. 3 265-2874
5/12
•
•
TEACHERS WANTED: Southwest Teach.
ers Agency. 1303 Central NE (Our
twenty-fourth year). Free registration
5/20
•

"'Loving'
tells it all.

Only $1.50
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sportswear from New York
You must visit Sutton Place
in the MALL.
10% Discount with
student card.
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FOR SALE

HELP. PREVENT POLLUTION l Ride n
bike I 8-speed bike converted Into a racer
with dropped handlebars and large racing
sprocket. Excellent condition, $40 and it's
yours. 255-1152. 5/ll
EXCELLENT GRADUATION GIFT:
New 14 cnrat white gold, 17 jewel
watch, with 10 single cut diamO'Ilds. Cost
27.50; now $GG. Cal1247-2545 or 243-3349.
1970 HONDA 350 street moded. Excellent
condition. $660.00. 842-6955. 5/12
1969 VW CnmpCl'. 8000 warranty mil""
still in effect. 299-8582 atfer fiv!'• 5/11
19~0 MOBILE HOME, 12 feet by 52 feet,
hke new, reasonable. Call 345-0451. 5/7

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MANAGER FOR AMUSEMENT DEVICES. Red River, N.M. Full summer's
work. 1\inle, single, minimum age twentythr~, busjncss major preferred. Room
!urmshed-salnry nnd bonus. Write B. R.
G!'lledge, (quickly!), 212 Enst Minosn
9rrcle, San Marcos, Texns 78666 enc1os~
mg r~ent·photo and phone number, 5/12
OPPORTUNITY, sparetime, addressing en·
velopes and circulars I Make $27.00 per
thousand; Handwritten or typed in your
home. Send just $2 for INSTRUCTIONS
plus LIST OF FIRMS using addresses
Satisfaction Guaranteed I B & V EN·
TERPRISES1 Dept. 4-90, PO Box 1056
Yucaipa, Cahf, 92399. 5/11
'
MALE HELP WANTED: Alcoa Subsidi·
ary h"" two openings. $3.60 hr. Call 268·
8176 niter 6 p.m. only 5/11
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Need ten col·
lege students to work out of state this
summer. Elll:ht men and two women),
Average earnings $700 per month. Call
243-4396 after 6 :00 p.tn. 6/7

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

YOU BETTER BELIEIIE IT , , ,

dEOI'IOE SEGAL/ EVA MARIE SAINT

You'll be glad

5)

THIS IS

WYOMING BLVb., N. E. & MENAUl RD. • 298-5505

SUTTON
PI~ACE. INC.

also picked off rebounds at an
average of 12-per·game last
season. Catchings is expected to
join up on the inside with Lobo
All-WAC center Willie Long to
give UNM added strength on the
boards. He is the first juco recruit
to be announced by King as
· planning to attend New Mexico.
Faulkner was an all-regional
junior college. pick, and averaged
25.3- points- per- game while
averaging almost 14 caroins per
game at the same time. Faulkner
played at Hyde Park High School
in Chicago, The 6-7\4 Faulkner is
highly touted by King as "a great
jumper and a great offensive
rebounder. ''

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Central N.E.

NEW THEATRE • IN THE MALL

routine fly ball pop out of his
mitt, allowing Arizona's Mark
Driscoll to reach second. The next
batter drilled a single past first
base and Driscoll scored what
proved to be the winning run,
it was Wendell Freanke who
actually walked the sixth run in.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mi11iWHERE: .Toumallsm Buildinll'. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159
run five or more consecutive days with
' afternoons preferablY or mail.
no changes the rate Is reduced to Gc
Classified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in !nil prior to insertion of advertisement.

at • , •

Noon til Mid nile

One

Two Juco Players
Ink· I nfent Letters

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
New Techniques (at least you don't
see them every day) being shown

x.c:>:E~!Is

If you wont the latest in

kapy karner

best position to take the Southern
Division, taking its 9-6 record into
the final week of the season. The
only way the Lobos can get a
share of the crown now is if the
Lobos sweep three from the
UTEP Miners this weekend (the
team that has beaten the Lobos
five out of six times this year)
and Arizona wins two of thre~
from Arizona State, That would
t·esult in a three way tie for first.
The Lobos won Friday night in
a loosely played contest at the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
Three hours, 23 hits, and 15 base
on balls after the game began, the
Lobos emerged with the victory.
It was anything but a pitchers
dual although both teams had
their aces in the starting 'lineup.
Jim Kremmel came out of it with
the win although he gave up 11
hits and walked five. Arizona's
Leon Hooten was also wild and
lasted only six innings,
Saturd~fternoon the Lobos
made it five straight against the
Wildcats. Five runs in the fifth
inning allowed Gary Jacobs to
stay on the mound and go on to
his seventh win of the year, 8-6.
The Wildcats had just scored three
runs off of Jacobs in the top of
the fifth to take a 4-3 lead but
the big rally preserved the 'win,
Armando Reyes reached on a
grounder and Bob Faford and
Schawel followed with base hits
to load the bases. Laub then
walked to collect another RBI.
Jacobs helped his own cause with
a single and then Joe Daniels
cleared the bases with a triple,
In the night game of the
day-night doubleheader, Dan
Ketcherside continued to be the
hard-luck man of the mound staff,
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Editorial

What Shall We Do Now?
The actions which took place at the
University since Wednesday have been in
many cases deplorable, · and above all
inexplicable. The National Guard's
dominance of the campus for five hours
Friday was inexcusable, ill-advised, ill-timed,
and disastrous. The administration's great
need to dominate the Union to have it
cleaned is incomprehensible. Throughout the
mess which has prevailed at UNM since
Wednesday, these two events stand out as
the epitomy of idiocy.
But these two points are viewed in
hindsight, and it is now time to look ahead
to what shall occur today, tomorrow, and
the remainder of the semester. There are
many students who feel that the events in

Cambodia and at Kent State, hanging as they
do now in our consciences, will not allow us
to sit in a classroom and stand the
bombardment of bullshit which has thus far
marked the American educational system.
There are those of us who want a pertinent,
intelligent alternative to the
rhetoric-specifically, we want the
opportunity to attempt to find an answer in
the midst of war, killing, and student strikes.
Our only hope at this time is that the
administration, faculty, and students will see
the need for such a "free university" where
those of us who will not, and can not, forget
the past week's events shall not be lost in the
traditions which have so far bound this
University to inflexibility.
Sarah Laidlaw
'Later! Later!'

(Editor's note: The following
letter was sent to President
Richard Nixon by Richard
Rudisill, an assistant professor of
art and art history at UNM.)
By RICHARD RUDISILL
1 have never before attempted
to address the President, and it is
not easy for me to do so now, but
my conscience as a private citizen,
combined with my commitment
as a university educator, will not
allow me the ease of remaining
silent. I must tell you plainly of
my feeling of sorrow, distress,
frustration, and anger over the
increasingly corrosive effects on
human life and American society
of the war in Indo-china. It is
time to stop the war now.
It seems insane to me that the
most powerful and influential
nation on this planet should have
entered upon a policy of war and
arrogant militarism so complete as
to require the death of four young
people for protesting the policy of
their nation in killing thousands
of additional people. As I see it, it
is . equally unrealistic that the
political leaders of the world's
major democracy should work so
vigorously as you and Mr. (Spiro)
Agnew have done to direct a
national atmosphere which
discredits and demands anyone
who seeks to reorient national
priorities away from war toward
the retrieval of humane concerns
in American life.
Mr. President, if we will
honestly open our minds to the
image of America as it appears to
people of university age, we can
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~Fle~l{'s

Tuesday, May 12, 1970

Faculty Approves 2 Alternatives

Folly' U Faction

Classes Optio·nal Now

Needs Thought Liberation
By RICHAR:O F. TOMASSON

yet even acknowledged, much less
told the public, the reasons for our
crisis behavior. They have talked
only in the most legalistic manner
of their need to regain control of
the Union and returning the
University to normal operation.
They are being most political
while trying to be apolitical.
(2) The Silent Faculty. These
are all the good and competent
faculty who belong to Middle
America, those who are really
interested in the astronauts, have
kids with short hair, and wives
who don't joke about the ''Love
Lust Poem." A:;; potential leaders,
they need to be made to
understand the moral crisis.
(3) "The boy scouts." (I detest
the term, b1.1t in this haste I
cannot think of a better one.)
These are all those people from
Rep. Ed Foreman to Charles
Bickel who want to commend the
kind of students who just went
home on Wednesday. These are,
for the most part, the student
sector of the silent majority.
These are the quiescent ones, the
least informed and the least
involved. They, along with most
of their elders, buy the line "I pay
my tuition and I want my
classes," generally for the most
individual and utilitarian reasons.
The most fatuous proposal of
Sat~rday's dismal faculty meeting
was the one commending the
students who went home on
Wednesday.
(4) Most important are the
people in general: the unaware,
the uncomprehending. Anyone in
Friday's peace march who looked
at the faces along the road could
not but be impressed by all those
uncomprehending and narcotized
faces, neither hostile nor friendly.
This is a crisis period of intense
polarization on the basis of age
and degree of sophistication. The
general stance of the University in
all this. must be to remain open
and to be tolerant of the militant
minorities on all sides. The
maximum options must be left
open to all. And we must keep as
our central focus rational and
organized behavior to end this
grotesque war. We must all be
models of propriety and reason as
were Friday's marchers.

Fleck's Folly is the name for
the total devotion to
conventional, legalistic, and
traditional· principles in
the presence of extraordinary
external pressures. In its milder
and more moderate form it is
known as Ferrel's Folly. The
present external pressure is the
01.1trage at the American
aggression in Cambodia, an
expansion of an insane war by the
naive believers in American
omnipotence and the American
faith. The outrage has b11en felt
around the world and has still
further isolated America from all
the other democracies.
This is perl1aps our greatest
popular movement since the
American Revolution. And it is
being led by the younger and
more aware and involved segments
of the population-by us; if I may
borrow a term from the New
Left: the "liberated" sectors of
the population. Here at UNM, as
everywhere, these are the graduate
students. The more articulate,
activt>, and aware undergraduates
are nearly all there, too. The
faculty, alas, is the least liberated;
however, most of the younger
faculty in the humanities, social
sciences, and fine arts (and many
'Dear Mr. President ... '
others) are at one with the
students in the conviction that the
University must, while staying
open, emphasize the issues of the
present crisis. The great danger in
not possibly be surprised at the goverpment so sternly reject all this is that various groups will
strength of their rejection of all dissent that young guardsmen are push their provincial obsessions to
efforts to perpetuate the reality of armed to kill their own peers.
the forefront: governance of the
that image. They have never in
Admit that disarmament University, the unfortunate plight
their lives seen a time of extended negotioations or peace talks are of the physical plant workers,
peace, nor have they seen a time sheer hypocrisy when we racism, control of the Union. This
when the large part of our simulataneously expand our we must not let happen!
national vitality has been put to missile forces and multiply new
What we must do is liberate
any but a war orientation. Our war fronts, and order an from Fleck's Folly (and its milder
environment is polluted beyond " immediate halt to both so that we variations) and keep our minds on
hope of complete retrieval, our may come to the conference the central issue: the war. We
minorities are in despair, our cities tables in Paris and Vienna with at must affect political change and
are in rot, our politics are cynical least a tiny shred of honesty. And stop this outrageous war. But, I
and unresponsive to public needs, finally, sir, admit that no repeat, 'we must do this through
and our educative structures are disadvantage arising by our keeping the University
tarnished by war research or withdrawal from Vietnam and functioning. And we must not
forced out of shape by polarities Cambodia could possibly equal antagonize those we are seeking to
arising from fear of the searching that which is now certain to come liberate.
questions asked by students who from the internal disunification of
Now, who must be liberated?
can not rationally accept such a America through the festering
( 1) Ferrel Heady and the
state of affairs.
misapplication of our national Board of Regents. They have not
These young people see that resources or through 'the festering
they are seldom heard or and loss of unsatisfied people as
franchised and are thus not able they are killed and denied the
to have genuine influence upon validity of their human concerns.
L<!tters nrc welcome nnd should be
the making of national policy
I submit that no force in life is
no longer than 250 words f;ypcwrit.
ten, double sp...,ed. Name, telephone
even though they are ultimafely more potentially destructive to a
r.nd nddre.s must be included. The
the people who must fight the man or a nation which bears it
name or the nuthor of the Jetter will
not be withheld.
wars that national policy brings than human concern for human
about. It is not an illogical event beings which is turned sour by
Questions Statement
after a two·week inspection found
to me that young people have at repression or denial or selfish
"the charges about the 'Sihanouk
least begun to reject society which neglect. You still have in your To the Editor:
Trail' and the 'Ho Chi Minh Trail'
manufactures wars for them to immediate option the opportunity
Nixon said of Cambodia: "For are untrue, as far as Cambodia is
fight and villifies them for to employ this power and lead it the past five years, . • North
challenging that society's lack of for the revitalizing of American Vietnam has occupied military concerned (and though)
life. But it is almost too late. I beg sanctuaries all along the movement of small numbers of
sense or cornpassion.
Please, Mr. Nixon, admit that you, sir, as I have previously asked frontier •.• Some of these extend persons across the border
undet.ecte~ is possible, (we find)
we can not save lives by fighting for nothing from any man in my up
to 20 miles into Cambodia .•. no evidence of U.S. allegations of
and killing, and withdraw our life: stop the war at once, turn These
large scale operations."
troops from all of Indo·China at your efforts and those of the territories communist·occupied
contain
base
camps,
. However, evidence of U.S.
once, Admit that no military nation you lead away from
training
sites,
logistics
facilities,
VIOlations
of the Geneva
enterprise can possibly offset the martial goals, and open the
rent in the fabric of brotherhood channels for the energy of our weapons and ammunition agreement was plentiful.
factories, airstrips, and POW
The Denver Post of May 3,
and social trust that comes.when people--and all people-to repair compounds."
• 1969 (UPI Saigon) reported our
you and other agents of our earthly home.
I maintain a file of clippings, military as stating: "The United
mostly from the Denver Post (DPI States for the past year has been
and AP), going back to 1965, and sending Green Beret teams into
they call Nixon's words into neighboring Cambodia to scout
CaseyChurcl1
serious question. Reading these, it communist troop movements
Holly Beckley
appears that over the years there .•. (they) lead small tearns
Paul Fleck
Sihanouk .appealed to many of mountain tribesmen into
sources to come and inspect his Cambodia on missionR specifically
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
borders, in a desperate effort to approved by Washington,''
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
refute U.S. "sanctuary" charges.
Two days after this April's
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
"Inspectors" included U.S. coup, our govetnrnent recognized
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles And~ews, Susan Stern, Buffie
senators, members of the the new military strongman,
International Control whose first act was to suspend all
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Commission; United Nations; constitutional rights of the
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
foreign
newspapers; British and
Gag11on
Canadian diplomats; officials of people, Over TV networks we saw
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
the American Friends· (Quakers), the bodies of purged Cambodians,
. hands tied behind, floating down
and Floyd McKissik of CORE.
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mikr~ Rowland, Tony Louderthe Mekong. It took !U\ American
bough
'I'he result was a steady stream invasion
to attain such freedoms'
of reports supporting Cambodia's for the Cambodians,
neutrality. Typically, one gr«?UP
Evelyn M. Mather

The full facul~y yester?ay overwhelmingly
administration and the faculty of UNM is
passed a r~solut10n offenng an optional basis
tha~
w_e do have a strong and compelling
for attendmg classes for the remainder of the
obli~atwn to the entire .student body to
semester.
contmue
regularly scheduled classes for the
The faculty, which filled. the
remainder
?f the se~ester." The action by
antrhopology lecture hall in a spe~;;ial session
the faculty IS an additiOnal step not intended
yeste.r~ay afternoon, passed a motion· to
replace the catalog stipulations.
providmg two alternatives, regular
"Those many students who wish to
attendance of classes, or non-penalized
complete their course work may continue to
withdrawal from clas,ses ·for the two and one
do
so. They may also avail themselves of the
half remaining weeks of the semester.
Free University offerings. A few students
The recommendation had been drawn up
may
wish to concentrate on the Free
at an ad. ~oc meeti~g of students, faculty,
University
courses and may do so without
and admimstrators m the Union Ballroom
undue penalty, under the action taken by
yesterday.
the
faculty," Travelstead said.
If a s~udent elects to drop a course he has
the optwns, to be determined between the
.The F~ee University courses were begun
individual faculty member and student of th1s mornmg. Most classes will be held in the
~ithdrawing without penalty, ta'king' an
IBM building and offices will be there also.
mcompleter, taking a credit or no credit
Ten classes have been set up, Titles include
grade, or of getting credit for the course on
Cambodia · and U.S. foreign and domestic
the basis of 12 weeks grades.
policy, ecology, defense contracts the
The move was termed by the faculty
military in l?ational decision making, the
members who spoke in its support "a gesture
UNM Phys~cal Plant strike, University
of good faith toward the students."
governance, VlOlence vs. non-violence racism
The motion is in two parts one that
and the BYU issue, and ROTC. Th~ other
reaffirmed the right of students "to continue
course is on long range planning of the Free
University.
in classes for which they registered " the
second the optional plan.
'
Faculty members who proposed
In moving passage of the "essence" of the
amendments to the proposal pointed out the
two part proposal, Vice President for
possible inequities in the system and
Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead said
technical difficulties in its implementation.
students have a right to complete the courses
'"fhere will be inequities in grading and
"they signed up for and paid money for."
work and many will be difficult to work
''But ~·e must recognize things have
out," said Warren Wagar, history professor
changed smce Feb. 1. Students are interested
after yesterday's meeting.
'
in things not scheduled in the catalog. This
Paul Davis, English professor, termed the
plan offers a freedom and flexibility that I
proposal
a "comprehensive education
could not have proposed five years ago, or
experiment.
Students will have 12 weeks
perhaps even two weeks ago," he said.
experience on which to make a decision
Travelstead said he wanted "to
they will know· what they are staying with·
re-emphasize that the position of the
or what they are leaving."
'
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Lobo piJOto by Chester Painter

Pickets

Students picketed the Physical Plant offices nl.'ar Yale and Lomas·
throughout the day in support of Physical Plant workers who called
a strike !1-.fonday morning. The number of wotkers on strike is still
undetermmed.

Union Election Set
For UNM Employes

UNM officials and members from two unions seeking to
represent UNM employes announced Monday a
representation election for June 3 and called for an end to
agitation for a Physical Plant strik;.
"Current agitation for a strike by Physical Plant
e~ployes is not in the best interests of UNM workers. It
will be much better to permit the election campaign
procedures to be followed so that the UNM workers can
dec~de the question of collective bargaining, Then if they
dec1~e on ,~ c~urse of collec~ive bargaining we will get to
the Issues, said Jerome Bmley of the Communications
Wo~kers of America and Gilbert Vigil of Professional
Mamtenance and Service Employes, in u prepared
statement.
Lawrence C. Yehle, director of personnel at UNM said
the University is .c<;>mmitted to bargaining collectiv;ly if
the worke;s ~ecide to ask for collective bargaining
representati_on 111 the June 3 election, which will concern
non-professiOnal, non-supervisory, and non-clerical UNM
personnel.
President r:errel Heady announced yesterday during the
fact~lty me~tmg that the University "would arrange an ·•
ea~her electiOn date for official union representation if the
umons and ~he Arbitration Association agree."
Yehle said the custodians who joined the picket lines
wer~ to the best of his knowledge, not scheduled to work
until 4 p.m. However, David Arguello from the Chicano
Studies Center said at 6 p.m. that these workers had not
gone on duty and were on strike, and that they were
supported by some of the day workers.
. The Physical Plant Organizing Committee presented a
hst of workers demands Monday during an impromptu rally
on the Mall. Workers demands are:
Pay a minimum wage of $2.50 an hour for all starting
non-academic workers;
Provide automatic inflation adjustment every three
months;
Fire Myron Fifield, ~hysical Plant director, and Hyman
Adler, manager of servwes for the Physical Plant "for 18
..
years of discrimination";
Workers choose their· own foremen, supervisors, and
lead men;
Establish a grievance committee, chosen by workers to
monitor all firings;
.
Give full back pay to Jose Hererra for the entire period
of his disablement; and
Offer immediate rehire with full back pay for George
Trujillo, accused of excessive sick absences.
·During the rally, ASUNM President Eric Nelson urged
students to fortify Physical Plant picket lines and "boycott
the Union food service using scab labor."
Martin Bergman, a member of Young Americans for
Free?o~ (Y A~), said he had seen "overwhelming evidence
of discrtmmatwn on campus," and said he would ask YAF
to support the strike.
Y AF Chairman Chris Olson said later Monday YAF is
b~ck~ng the workers demands in the area of ethnic,.,...
dtscnmination. .
The UNM faculty Saturday passed a resolution opposing
threatened sanctions against striking Physical Plant
workers.
Workers received a note, signed by Fifield in their
paychecks Friday which stated any employe wh~ did not
work his normal shift on that date (May 8) ~'would be
subject to disciplinary action."

Nixon, Gov's. Discuss College Unrest
Governors Blast Agnew for Attacks on Student Dissent

By HELEN 'rliOMAS
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew was reported Monday to
have asserted heatedly that
"anti·intellectuals" had taken over
American colll:!ges and that "we have to
re-establish authority on the campus."
Accounts of an angry discussion
between Agnew and some govetnOl'S on the
issue of student dissent emerged after
President Nixon and high administration
officials met for more than three hours at
the White House with most U.S, govemors.
The White House and some othe1·
governors quoted Agni:!W as saying that he
would like to tour the carnpuscs to explain
administration policies but that this would
be difficult because he could not be heard
over the protestors.
Cargo Divulges Dispute
The first word of the clash came from
Republicarl Gov. David Cargo, w~o left the

conference early to catch a plane. He
~ u~~ed Agnew . as. say ii1g that
anti·mtellecttu·als were m control of the
campuses and until they are removed there
would be no way to carry on a dialogue
with students or the faculty.''
<?ov. Kenneth M. Curtis, Democrat of
Ma111e, quoted Agnew as saying, "we have
to clear out the radicals and the rascals "
Said Curtis: ·"There's got to be ~ Jot
tnore restrained talk from the national
adrninistratiort. If we tell the students not
to react violently 1 we have to ptactice what
We. preach. We, too, have to exercise
restraint."
White House Press Secretary Ronald
Ziegler insisted there were "no heated
exchanges," It was instl:!ad he said "a
... ". B ut Cargo called
' it a "firery
'
d •ISCUSSIOn,
and controvm:sial exchange" which was set
off when Gov. Frank Licht' of Rhode

Island, a Democrat, made the observation
there was insufficient communication with
students.
Student dissent appearbd to have
dominated Nixon's session with the
governors, which was called to discuss not
only student unrest but the primary
sources of their concern-the President's
decision to commit U.S. troops to
Cambodia.
Most of the 46 state and territorial
governors who attended the rneeting
seemed satisfied with Nixon's explanation
of the reason that prompted hirn to enter
Cambodia on what he has insisted is a
limited operation designed to stymie the
Communists' logistical ability to arnount
and sustain a prolonged military offensive
in South Vietnam.
. Nixon Accepts Telethon
As for the students, Gov. Francis W.

Sargent (R·Mass.) urged Nixort to hold a
telethon to explain his views on the
campuses. The President was reported to '
have replied that he liked the idea b1.1t that
he did not specifically commit hi~self.
Ziegler said later Nixon would be "very
willirtg to do that."
Var!ous governors said Agnew,
emphasized that . campus troubll:!s werl:!
being fomeu ted by small cliques of
unreasonable student radicals.
This view was disputed by some
governors, notably Licht, who maintained
that student protestors were expressing
their views generally in a peaceful fashion
and that they should be dealt with
moderately.
Gov. John A. Love of Colorado the
Republican chairman of the National
(Continued on page 2)

